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Check the facts
Fluorine-free foams are not as effective as AFFF agents at extinguishing
flammable liquid fires, writes Tom Cortina of the Fire Fighting Foam Coalition.
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FFF agents that contain fluorotelomer-based
fluorosurfactants are the most effective foam agents
currently available to fight flammable liquid fires in
military, industrial, aviation, and municipal applications.
This fact that has been consistently proven in fire tests done
over the past 30 years and fire tests that are being performed
today. As such it is puzzling that one or two companies continue
to make statements at public meetings that AFFF agents are no
longer needed and can be fully replaced by fluorine-free
foams. It is confusing to regulators that need technically correct
information on which to base policy decisions and damaging to
the credibility of the fire protection industry. It is also surprising
considering that these same companies continue to sell AFFF
agents, we assume because their customers demand AFFF
based on their own fire testing and need for adequate fire and
life safety protection.
All major foam manufacturers produce and sell both
fluorinated and fluorine-free foams. On the other hand most
foam manufacturers neither produce nor sell fluorochemicals,
and thus have no vested interest in selling fluorinated foam
over fluorine-free foam. Yet almost none of these companies
promote and sell fluorine-free foams as directly equivalent to
fluorinated foams because fire testing and the experience of
their customers provides clear evidence that they are not
equivalent. Below we summarise some recent test data and
events that continue to affirm this conclusion.
At the 2016 American Chemical Society Symposium, the
United States Naval Research Laboratories (NRL) presented
test data comparing AFFF agents to fluorine-free foams1. In
pool fire tests, an AFFF agent achieved extinguishment in less
than half the time (18 seconds) compared to fluorine-free foam
(40 seconds). In foam degradation tests, fluorine-free foam

Figure 1: foam test
results presented by
Auxquimia at the fire
fighting foam
seminar organised
by SAA and IAFPA in
July 2016.
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degraded after 1-2 minutes while AFFF lasted 35 minutes
before degrading. Similar results from a series of foam
degradation tests on AFFF agents and fluorine-free foams were
published in a trade magazine in 20122.
Fluorine-free foams are inherently oleophilic (fuel attractive).
In the absence of oleophobic (fuel-repelling) fluorosurfactants,
fluorine-free foam can easily pick up fuel and the contaminated
foam degrades quickly and becomes flammable. This fuel
contamination problem compromises the fire performance and
severely limits the application of fluorine-free foams.
Previous testing by NRL in 2011 showed that extinguishment
times for AFFF agents on pool fires were on average 77% faster
for gasoline and 70% faster for heptane when compared to
fluorine-free foam3. Both the 2016 and 2011 NRL testing
confirm that fluorine-free foams are unable to pass the fire tests
necessary to meet the requirements of the US military
specification (milspec). Foam agents must meet the
requirements of the milspec in order to be listed on the US
Department of Defense qualified products database (QPD) and
used for military applications4. The Federal Aviation
Administration requires all US airports to carry AFFF agents
that meet the milspec and are listed on the QPD5. In addition
many national authorities in other countries require the use of
AFFF agents that meet the milspec.
In July 2016 the Singapore Aviation Academy (SAA) and the
International Aviation Fire Protection Association (IAFPA) jointly
organised a fire-fighting foam seminar6. The major focus of the
seminar was on the advantages and disadvantages of
fluorine-free foam versus short-chain (C6) AFFF agents. One of
the highlights of the seminar was a planned fire test
demonstration scheduled with fluorine-free foam on an ICAO
level B fire. This was of great interest to many of the delegates,
some who have had difficulty replicating tests showing that
fluorine-free foams can pass ICAO level B. Unexpectedly, the
planned demonstration of fluorine-free foam was run instead
with a short-chain (C6) AFFF. According to the company
sponsoring the fire test demonstration, the fluorine-free foam
test was not undertaken because "too many environmental
factors were not under our control." Not surprisingly, several
delegates noted: “those variables usually happen during fire
incidents.” The short-chain (C6) AFFF agent had no problem
extinguishing the ICAO level B fire in the required time, despite
the extenuating environmental factors.
Also during this seminar, Spanish foam manufacturer
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Auxquimia presented results from a series of new fire tests run
on five commercially available short-chain (C6) AFFF agents
and five commercially available fluorine-free foams7 (see
Figure 1, p22). The tests were run with four different fuels:
gasoline, heptane, Jet A1, and diesel. The results showed that
AFFF agents performed significantly better than fluorine-free
foams on all fuels except diesel. None of the fluorine-free foams
were able to extinguish the Jet A1 fire, which is the fuel used in
the ICAO fire tests that determine the acceptability of foams for
airport use in many countries.
The fire protection industry fully supports the goal of
protecting the environment and is committed to minimising
emissions of fire protection agents through the implementation
of best practices8. The overriding concern of the fire protection
industry, however, is the reduction of risk to people and
property from the threat of fire through the use of products and
systems proven to be effective. With the aim of ensuring that
both of these goals are achieved, foam manufacturers have
transitioned to the use of only short-chain (C6) fluorotelomerbased fluorosurfactants that are low in toxicity and not
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considered to be bioaccumulative according to current
regulatory criteria. For many manufacturers this transition has
occurred years ahead of any regulatory requirement.
It is one thing to argue that protection of the environment
requires that users accept an increase in risk from potential
fires by using less effective but more environmentally benign
fluorine-free foams. This debate has been occurring within the
fire protection industry for the past 15 years and is likely to
continue in the future. It is something completely different,
however, to argue that there is no risk in making the switch
based on exaggerated and unsubstantiated claims as to the
effectiveness of fluorine-free foams.
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